Dynamics of physiologically relevant noncanonical DNA structures: an overview from experimental and theoretical studies.
DNA is a complex molecule with phenomenal inherent plasticity and the ability to form different hydrogen bonding patterns of varying stabilities. These properties enable DNA to attain a variety of structural and conformational polymorphic forms. Structurally, DNA can exist in single-stranded form or as higher-order structures, which include the canonical double helix as well as the noncanonical duplex, triplex and quadruplex species. Each of these structural forms in turn encompasses an ensemble of dynamically heterogeneous conformers depending on the sequence composition and environmental context. In vivo, the widely populated canonical B-DNA attains these noncanonical polymorphs during important cellular processes. While several investigations have focused on the structure of these noncanonical DNA, studying their dynamics has remained nontrivial. Here, we outline findings from some recent advanced experimental and molecular simulation techniques that have significantly contributed toward understanding the complex dynamics of physiologically relevant noncanonical forms of DNA.